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LARGE V-BLOCK

LARGE V-BLOCK DIMENSIONS - “V” included angle is 90°

Height: From the bottom of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 38 ½” & From the top of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 36 ¾”
Length: From end to end of the base plate – 77”
Width: From side to side of the base plate – 18”

CSI Machine & Fab Recommended Sizes for a Standard Large V-Block
Minimum 23” in Diameter (with Spacer) & 36” in Diameter (without Spacer) -
Maximum 90” in Diameter

CSI Machine & Fab can customize the Large V-Block for Customer needs
LARGE V-BLOCK
MODIFIED SMALL V-BLOCK

MODIFIED SMALL V-BLOCK DIMENSIONS - “V” included angle is 90°
Height: From the bottom of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 15” & From the top of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 13”
Length: From end to end of the base plate – 31 ½”
Width: From side to side of the base plate – 11”

CSI Machine & Fab Recommended Sizes for a Standard Modified Small V-Block

Minimum 4” in Diameter – Maximum 36” in Diameter

CSI Machine & Fab can customize the Modified V-Block for Customer needs
MODIFIED SMALL V-BLOCK
SMALL V-BLOCK

SMALL V-BLOCK DEMINSIONS - “V” included angle is 90°

Height: From the bottom of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 15” & From the top of the base plate to the top of “V” – 13”

Length: From end to end of the base plate – 31 ½”

Width: From side to side of the base plate – 9”

CSI Machine & Fab Recommended Sizes for Small V-Block

Minimum 8 ½” in Diameter – Maximum 36” in Diameter

CSI Machine & Fab can customize the Small V-Block for Customer’s needs.
SMALL V-BLOCK
MINI V-BLOCK

MINI V-BLOCK DIMENSIONS - "V" included angle is 90°
Height: From bottom of base plate to top of the “V” – 9 ½” & From the top of the base plate to the top of the “V” – 7”
Length: From end to end of the base plate – 18”
Width: From side to side of the base plate – 4”

CSI Machine & Fab Recommended Sizes Mini 4K- V-Block
Minimum 2” in Diameter – Maximum 8” in Diameter

CSI Machine & Fab can customize the Mini V-Block for Customer’s needs.
MINI V-BLOCK
CSI Machine & Fab customize Base Plate for each customer’s needs.